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The rulers win ..... again
Summary:
Who thinks it makes much difference which party wins an election? Here we expose the harsh truth
.... it's not a pretty picture but unless you know about the powers that run the show you'll keep
hoping that your vote will make a difference in four years time. A two party structure gives the
illusion of choice only. Real change comes with policies that returns power to the people.
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War Machine Wins ... Again
Trump upsets the media and political commentators by lying. This is outrageous..!! Imagine that ….
a politician lying to the people…!! Even so Trump has received more votes in 2020 than in 2016.
How could that be..??
Perhaps nearly half of voters think that being lied to is better than being screwed.
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Problem is …….. you’re screwed whichever way you vote. That’s the trick when both parties serve
the same interests. Divide and conquer is the name of the game and America has never been more
divided. Folks - Trump didn't win; Biden didn't win ...... but the rulers did ... and America and
Americans lost - big time.
Oh .. you know who else won? The oligarchs of Russia and China because authoritarian leaders love
seeing "democracies" look incompetent, foolish and weak. "One party State good ... Two party State
bad."
The rulers use a two party dictatorship to put in place a “fake democracy” to control their flock. Key
tools – debt, taxes and the control of money.
We can see this clearly when we look at how much money is sucked up by the banks and the military
machine.
Other key tools – media and intelligence agencies that operate as a propaganda unit serving elite
interests …. and of course an education system that deliberately and viciously dumbs down the
population.
Check out this documentary >> www.facebook.com/watch/?v=224795732232000 - did you learn
about that stuff in school? Have you seen this on mainstream media?
Somehow Trump has become the only President since Jimmy Carter not to drag the country into a
foreign war.
The US has used military force overseas 240 times since 1950.
Between 37 million and 59 million people have fled their homes in the eight most violent wars the US
military has launched or participated in since 2001, including the war on terror.
The presidents in the pic all have blood on their hands – slaughtering or maiming millions of civilians
in the Middle East just like their predecessors did in Asia. What would the narrative have been if
Hitler had firebombed Korea and Vietnam?
Historian Francis Conolly says - the fascists won the Second World War. The Royal families of Europe
supported fascism - including Hitler's brand. Sounds hard to believe till you realise they tried a coup
in America in the 1930s. Stopped only by the hero Major General Smedley Butler >>
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pSOekHA8OQ
The propaganda unit found that mom's apple pie and Mickey Mouse was more effective than
sauerkraut, skulls and swastikas.
Murder on an industrial scale ….... and citizens put up with it??!!?? The design, manufacture and
deployment of weapons of mass destruction – nuclear, biological and chemical should be a crime
against humanity. Pretty simple ... right?
It’s not done because the 0.1% use these as tools in their quest for a New World Order ….... now
known as the Great Reset.
Can you imagine? - Dad comes home from work. Daughter says: "What did you do today daddy?"
Dad: "I worked out a way of combining chemicals to kill a man in 10 seconds." People involved in
these jobs are known as "desk killers." They and not the soldiers are responsible for heinous crimes
against humanity. They are employed for this ..... and you are forced to pay them one way or
another.
Google Operation Paperclip, Operation Gladio, MK-Ultra, Operation Northwood, Operation
Mockingbird, COINTELPRO and Echelon. This is what you get when psychopaths run the show.
The world is at war now. It just hasn’t been formally announced. New warfare involves population
manipulation using fear, trade wars, cyber-attacks and turbocharged propaganda.
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All the Presidents and their men & women are lying to the world and their populations all the time. If
you don't think these Presidents and their families get a cut every time a cruise missile is fired or an
irresponsible loan is made you need to do a bit more research.
They have used state power to steal critical rights & freedoms - as well as money - from Americans
for decades. Snowden exposed the American surveillance state. Assange exposed war crimes and
other skullduggery. The Patriot Act has destroyed what the Founding Fathers of America tried to put
in place. The Great Resetters want to put in place a technocratic fascist surveillance state. The
#WarOnCash is one critical element but there are others.
Make America Free Again..!! Here are the rights needed to live in freedom >>
http://www.bankreformnow.com.au/node/325 - tell all parties and politicians that unless they support
fundamental rights, freedoms and responsibilities you will not support them. There is no plan to
trust. No-one is coming to rescue you. Off your knees folks ...... we all have work to do.
If you can’t join them, beat them. This is how nations can bring power back to the people >>
www.bankreformnow.com.au/node/552/
Time is running out – Stand – Unite – and Make It Right - SUMIR - see below links
Related Links: Stand - Unite - Make It Right. The Launch
Step 1 - SUMIR - Sovereign Wealth Fund
Step 2 - SUMIR - Sovereign Monetary System
Step 3 - SUMIR - Triphasic Citizenship Dividend
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